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STYLE OF MANUSCRIPTS
Title:
The title should then followed by the author name and the institution name and address by indicating suitable superscripts. Title page should contain title
of the paper in bookman old (font size 14), names of the authors in bookman old, (font size 10) followed by the address(es) in bookman (font size 10). An
asterisk (*) must be placed after the corresponding authors name as superscript whose email id, fax, telephone number can be given. Corresponding author
has the responsibility to ensure that all co-authors are aware and approve the contents of the submitted manuscript.
Abstract
All manuscripts must include a brief but informative Abstract intelligible without reference to the main text. It should not exceed 300 words and should
describe the scope of the work and the main findings. Both common and scientific names should be included; the authorities are not given if they appear
in the title. References to the literature should not be included. New times roman should be used. The font size should be of 11 pt
Keywords
Key words (3-5) should be provided below the Abstract to assist with indexing of the article.
Introduction
The manuscript should include a brief introduction stating the purpose of the investigation and relating the manuscript to similar previous research. Only
information essential to the arguments should be presented. New times roman should be used. The font size should be of 10 pt

Materials and Methods
This section must contain specific details about the materials studied, instruments used, specialized chemicals source and related experimental details
which allows other research worker to reproduce the results. Obtain permission for all fully borrowed, adapted, and modified tables and provide a credit
line in the footnote. New times roman should be used. The font size should be of 10 pt

Results and discussion
The results should be concisely presented. Results and discussion may be separate or combined based on the author’s requirement. Tables and figures
should be designed to maximize the comprehension of the experimental data. The interpreted results should be explained clearly in discussions and should
relate them to the existing knowledge in the field as clearly as possible. New times roman should be used. The font size should be of 10 pt

Tables, Graphs and figures (Illustrations) should be inserted in to the main text at respective place they should appear when published and should have
appropriate numbers and titles with an explanatory heading. Labels of the table, graph and figures MUST be in the text form and should not form part of
the image.
[add an equation here; use MS Word equation function]

(1)

Table 1. Add a descriptive label of the table here.
[add the table here; use MS Word’s table function]
Figure 1. (a) Add a descriptive label of the figure here. (b) Add a descriptive label of the
[add the figure here]

Color photographs and illustrations (line drawings, halftones, photos, photomicrographs etc) must be clean originals or digital files would be charged that
may be intimated along with the acceptance letter. Those photographs must be clear and sharp. Digital files are recommended for highest quality
reproduction
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Conclusions
Main text paragraph.
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Abbreviation and units
SI units (metre, kilogram etc.), as outlined in the latest edition of Units, Symbols and Abbreviations: A Guide for Medical and Scientific Editors and
Authors (Royal Society of Medicine Press, London), should be used wherever possible. Statistics and measurements should always be given in figures;
that is, 10 mm, except where the number begins the sentence.
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